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BEAUTIFUL AUTUMN 

Here we are after all the chaos of COVID, quarantines, masks and

online lessons. This issue was difficult to prepare compared to the

others as everyone was very busy with getting used to be back to

school. In this issue we focused on the Festival Kultur and Halloween

theme. We have a lot of contributors thıs month with their ideas

about the festival and Halloween. 

Our school is beautiful in autumn. You can take a walk on crispy

leaves, enjoy the nature and study (just kidding).

We hope that you enjoy "The Castle" this year, both as a magazine

and the school itself.

Hatice Güngör
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  Hi, I am Terka Prskavcová. Hi, I am Terka Štechová. We are 16 years old.
  We first met in kindergarten at a magic show. We also spent 9 years in the same
classroom at elementary school where we became friends. 

I  have been doing majorettes since I was
5 years old. At the end of the 5th grade in
2016, Terka Štechová joined me. In
2017, we started doing twirling together
with majorettes, so we shared not only the
same school but also the same sport. 

In 2018, we did a duo
together with props with the
theme of music and piano. We
went to the European
Championships in Croatia
where we were at the 6th
place in rankings. It wasn’t
the end of our journey
together. 

OUR 
Story

Terka Prskavcová 
& 

Terka Štechová
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Two years later, we found
out that we both wanted
to study at the same high
school. We were
successfully accepted.
Today we are in our
second year at Dr Josef
Pekar Grammar School
and we still do twirling
together.

 On 16. 9. 2021, at Výstaviště in Mladá Boleslav there was the “Festival Kultur”
which we had the opportunity to visit. We got to know the cultures of other countries
better, for example, Turkey, Moldova or Ukraine etc. The festival had a program in
the form of national dances, songs and food of different countries. We had a great time
and we enjoyed that. Here is a photo of one of the moments we enjoyed together with
our friends. 
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Anto
nie

 ŠOLCO
VÁ 

  K
lára KVAČK

OVÁ

For this issue, we decided to pick two people and talk about their
style. 

We picked Ms. Černá because we love how

she combines colors in her outfits. Today

she has  a basic style, but normally we see

her in top star clothes. In the picture, she

has black, elegant, long-sleeved shirt and

jeans. She also combined her shoes with

the shirt. We would recommend her to

wear more colourful outfits to match her

hair colour! 

Next, we picked our really good friend- Adela

Tomaskova. We love her, but sometimes she can be

very annoying :P

However, her style is quite good. She usually wears

mom jeans and a crop top or shirt. In this photo she

wears greenish shorts and black and white crop top.

Very summery outfit! We loved it!! We would

ecommend her to get brave with her style. 
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HOW TO DRAW 

A CUTE FISH
EMMA FIL IPI

1. Draw two big eyes and draw a
body around them.

2. Add the mouth below the eyes and fins on both
sides of the body.

3. Now finish the details, color and
you're done.

The final result may look like this. Try it and send us
the results.
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TYPES OF MUSIC
E S T E R  B O K O R O V I C S O V Á

• Folk – Folk music is a music

genre that includes traditional

folk music and the

contemporary genre that

evolved from the former 20th-

century folk revival. Some types

of folk music may be called as

world music

• Classical music – Classical

music is a term that most

commonly refers to the

formal musical tradition of

the western world,

considered to be distinct

from western folk music or

popular music traditions. In

a more general sense, the

term may also refer to

music having similar formal

qualities in non-western

cultures.

• Jazz – Jazz is a music genre that originated in

the African-American communities in the late 19th

and early 20th centuries, with its roots in blues

and ragtime.
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• Rock – Rock music is a broad genre of popular music that

originated as "rock and roll" in the United States in the late 1940s

and early 1950s. It has its roots in 1940s and 1950s rock and roll, a

style that drew directly from the blues and rhythm and blues genres

of African-American music and from country music

• Pop – Pop is a genre of popular music

that originated in its modern form during

the mid-1950s. It describes all music that

is popular and includes many disparate

styles.

• Hip hop – also known as rap music, is a

genre of popular music developed in the

1970s. It consists of a stylized rhythmic

music that commonly accompanies

rapping, a rhythmic and rhyming speech

that is chanted, too.
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• Metal – Heavy metal, genre of rock music that includes a group of related styles that are intense,

virtuosic, and powerful. Driven by the aggressive sounds of the distorted electric guitar, heavy metal is

arguably the most commercially successful genre of rock music.

• Electronic – Electronic music employs electronic musical instruments, digital instruments, or circuitry-based

music technology in its creation. Pure electronic instruments depended entirely on circuitry-based sound

generation, for instance using devices such as an electronic oscillator or synthesizer
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I love to listen to music when I'm going to sleep or just when I'm lying

on the floor and not minding anything.

How about you? Do you like music? What kind of music do you like?

→ Beatbox - It is a kind of music, too.

Beatboxing is a form of vocal percussion

primarily involving the art of mimicking drum

machines, using one's mouth, lips, tongue,

and voice. It may also involve vocal

imitation of turntablism, and other musical

instruments.

→Remix - There is remix, too. A song, piece of artwork, book, video, poem, or photograph can all be remixes. The

only characteristic of a remix is that it appropriates and changes other materials to create something new.
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sister+
brother
H A N A  V O N D R L Í K O V Á
&
O N D R A  V O N D R L Í K

My relationship with my sister is like a roller coaster. Sometimes we love each other and
sometimes we hate each other. However, in the end I’m glad I have sibling because she loves
me, even though I annoy her. We argue over little things, for example when I sat in her place
in dining room and she got really mad. She is at a boarding school so we see each other only
on weekends. My favourite memory is when we went to Prague and she took me to a big toy
store Hamley’s and let me play games. 

Pros of having a sister or brother
·She/he  can help you with anything you need (homework).
·You have someone to talk to when you feel sad.
·She/he will be your partner in crime.
·Everything is so much funnier when you have a sibling.
·She/he will take care of you (even you don’t want to).
· When you don’t have a candy you can steal it from your sibling. (But carefully!)
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Our favourite activities together as siblings are:
·watching movies at home or go to the cinema 
·eating our favourite food and drinking bubble tea
·playing games.

 
 

Cons of having a sister or brother
·She/he will annoy you. A LOT!!
·You have to hide your candies from her/him.
·You will argue over little things.
· She/he will take your things without permission.
· She/he will embarrass you in front of friends.
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Book
Review

L U K Á Š  R A I S  

 The book I read was “Dimensional sovereign”. It
was a mix of the genres: fantasy, adventure and
comedy. It was very interesting because it was fun
to see our main character named Kang-jun, Kuba in
Czech, being down-on-luck his whole life until he
entered a strange dimension where he gained
strength from killing monsters. Story continued in
quite a slow-pace until he met countless dangers
where he would have to get many times stronger to
be able to face them all.

As the story progressed, he was strong enough to
be helpful to everyone and gained a lot of wealth.
However, there were many people who wanted to
take everything from him. Surely, he defended
everything he had and at the end of the book, there
was an interesting fight between him and the
strongest monster in the Dimension (Kuba won).

The book was great in almost all aspects, I am
saying "almost" because sometimes the plot felt
forced and unnatural and sometimes jokes weren't
slightly funny and even awkward, but overall I
enjoyed the book and the time I spent reading it
was more than twenty hours since it wasn't a thin
book.There were 179 chapters and more than 2000
words in each chapter. I read it on the phone.
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students from our school sent

pictures and illustrations to the

festival's fb page. here are how

they look on the fb page.
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JARMILA JONÁŠOVÁ: It was perfect. Children enjoyED it. And
sometimes WE were dancing, too. Really!!

Team Kosmonosy 

JARMILA JONÁŠOVÁ:  best
place for teachers was
henna. 😇😇

   Klára Zelenková: At the festival of           
cultures, for example, Thai  massage 
was interesting for me, which I had the
chance to try and ıt was great !! ı Also
tried henna for the first time and children
lıked it, too.  my parents were surprised
when I GOT home. The biggest success, 
 however, was the food 😁, the dumplings. I
was sorry that in the afternoon program
there WAS TEACHERS-PARENTS' MEETING at our
school, otherwise I would definitely go to   
    enjoy the whole program again, it's   
      always  very rewarding and I love 
           getting to know dıfferent cultures! !
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tomáš nohýnek: I didn't like the dance show.
the flags of the countries were new to me. 

Kačka čiberová: I
liked the food and
henna. I think it is
good to learn
about new
cultures.

adam tomsa: thedragon head wasinteresting to me.all the languageswere new to me.

katka tesařová: I had

henna on my arm. i think

the festival taught us a

lot about the cultures.

daniel surynek: the food
was interesting to me. i

liked the festival the
modern things were more

interesting to me.

ondra vondrlík: everything was interesting at the festival. i

loved roksan mandel.

vojta vík: the food was very good. i loved
the food.

Ivana Očenášková: The festival was
absolutely great!!! Perfect. Kids enjoyed
that, I enjoyed it as well!! My kids had henna
tattoo as well :-) it was beautiful. All the
food was delicious. And we really loved the
tea.
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What do you think/know about Halloween?
Why do you think people & children at schools/kindergartens celebrate it in the Czech Republic?
Do you think it's a cultural exchange or there is no point in celebrating other nations'/countries' holidays? 
Do you have something similar in the Czech Republic? What similarities are differences are there between the two?

1.
2.
3.
4.

Halloween is super great, but it's sad that we
don't celebrate it in the Czech Republic. We
don't have the "trick or treat" tradition and
it's fun to make some masks and scare  each
other. I think it is like Easter, but we don't
wear masks and there's a "trick or treat"
thing. It's fun because you decorate the
house and celebrate it. 
Kristýna Šťastná

I think it's a stupid holiday.
It's only about eating candies
and I don't like it. It can be fun
for kids because they like
collecting candies. I don't
think we should celebrate it
because it's a holiday of
another country. We have
"Easter" and it is similar to
Halloween. We give eggs and
candies to the kids. We collect
eggs and then go home.
Kristýna Klazarová

            I don't like Halloween 
            because it's an American  
      holiday. Kids like Halloweeen 
    because it's a holiday for children.
They like carving pumpkins and
candies. I think it is fun for young
children, but for me it's nonsense. We
have Dušičky, people light   
   candles and visit the graveyard. 
     Štepán Beran

In the Czech Republic, we do not
celebrate Halloween because it is not
popular. I know that kids are dressed
as monsters and they go to the
houses in the neighbourhood for
treats. I don't think we have
something similar here. 
Antonin Šimek
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I know there are
pumpkins and
monsters in Halloween.
I think it is celebrated
in England and in the
USA. In the Czech
Republic we don't have
similar holidays but we
have similar pumpkins. 
Michal Veselý

It's a version of Easter
but in October. I think
people celebrate it
because it's a spooky
season. It' not nonsense
to celebrate it because
"why not?" Easter has
the same principal but
different stories,
weather, equipment and
decorations. 
Jan Melichar

They carve pumpkins,
wear costumes and eat
candies in Halloween. I
think it's a cultural
exchange to celebrate
it. If we have the same
things with other
countries it's nice to
have something that
connects us. 
Jakub Červa

I think Halloween is for little kids,

they wear masks and ask for

candies. People in our school do

not celebrate it often, only some of

them. It's not bad to celebrate other

countries' holidays, but most people

do not celebrate it. I don't know if

we have something similar. I don't

know what people do on Dušičky 

 because my family doesn't

celebrate it. 

Adéla Langerová

People in America celebrate
Halloween. They wear
costumes. It's a tradition
and children learn about
traditions so it's ok to
celebrate it. I think it should
be in every country because
it's fun for kids and you can
play some games. Easter is
similar to that. I don't think
people in America have
Easter like us. We have
sticks and boys beat girls on
their butts. 
Kačka Reiterová
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I like it because I like scary stuff .

People celebrate it maybe because

they like scary things or carving

pumpkins. I think we should stick to

our traditions so every country has

something special. We have Easter

and instead of sweets we give the

kids painted eggs.

Kateřina Čubanová

It's an American tradition
and on 31st October.
Children celebrate it at
kindergartens to learn new
things about different
cultures. It's a cultural
exchange if we celebrate it
in the Czech Republic and I
think it is good for children
and adults. Easter is
similar to Halloween
because people give
candies to children we don't
have costumes and we
usually wear normal
clothes. 
Barbora Linhartová

I think Halloween is a good holiday
because we can remember people
who are not here with us
anymore- I like the way they
celebrate it in the USA like
Thanksgiving, New Year's Eve or
Christmas they make big events
there and I like it. I think we
should celebrate some of them as a
cultural exchange. I don't even
understand why we don't
celebrate Valentine's Day. It
could be fun. Here in Czechia we
have Dušičky, but it is not the
same as Halloween.
Ema Ponocná
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I don't know much about

Halloween. It happens once a

year and we remember dead

people. It's not an official

holiday here, they probably

celebrate it because of foregin

movies. I think we can celebrate

both our nation's holidays and

the ones of other countries. In

the Czech Republic, we have

Dušičky and we remember the

dead.

Lukáš Havel

I think Halloween is fine, I like it.. It is
something new for us.. I like the point of
Halloween. People like watching horror
movies. It is fine to celebrate it. It's like
Easter in  the Czech Republic. In Halloween
you have masks and trick or treat;.Adéla Výtvarová

It's a spooky holiday or

spooky themed thing. I

think they celebrate it

because they just want

to. It's ok to exchange

cultural stuff. Dušičky

has some similarities

like costumes and

spooky theme. 

Luboš Ulrich

I think Halloween is
good because it can be
creepy and I like creepy
things. Children at
school celebrate this
because it's funny for
them. I think we have
nothing similar in the
Czech Republic. Some
people celebrate it some
don't.
Kristýna Hlošková
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CARICATURE
OF TEACHERS

WHO IS SHE?

EM
A 
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Á
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UNUSUAL ANIMALS
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AXOLOTL
WATER DRAGON

   Axolotl is a medium-sized amphibian endemic in

Mexican lakes Lago de Xochimilco or Lago de Chalco.

The larva of axolotl reaches a length of up to 35

cm. It has a great ability to regenerate. He lives to

be 25 years old. It is a carnivore. It can weigh up to

300 g. You can also pet it at home in an aquarium. 

I CAN REGENERATE
MY HEART
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An interview
W I T H  T E R E Z A  A N D  T O M A S  K O P E C K Y

W R I T E R  A N D  I L L U S T R A T O R

This interview is about my parents and their work.
My mum writes books and my dad is an illustrator. 

My mum

Ema: When did you write your first book?
Tereza: I wrote my first book in 2019 and it is called
Emin Vánoční deník (Ema´s Christmas diary)
Ema: How many books did you write?
Tereza: I wrote three children´s books, one creative
advent book and one comic book.
Ema: What do you like to write about the most?
Tereza: I like to write ordinary stories about children,
about their adventures, but also about teenagers and
their anxieties.
Ema: What is your inspiration?
Tereza: My children, of course :)

EM
A 

KO
PE

CK
Á
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My dad

Ema: When did you start drawing?
Tomas:  I started drawing in my childhood. First, I
drew big spaceships, cars, lorries or kung-fu ninjas.
When I was in the 4th grade, I made my first comic
book with ninja turtles.
Ema: What do you like to draw the most?
Tomas: I like to draw funny stuff and stories. So,
comics, in general, could be the answer.
Ema: When did you first illustrate a book?
Tomas: I illustrated a book for the first time in 2007.
The book was called "Vytváříme PC hry bez
programování" (Making games without programming).
The goal was to illustrate and create several PC games
and then write about how to make them. It was fun
because I am a big fan of PC and console gaming.
Ema: What are you drawing now?
Tomas: I have just finished the graphic novel
"Naprostá šílenost" (Absolute Madness). 
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